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Conference Calls
Getting You Down?
You’re Not Alone.
Most office workers agree that good sound quality is critical to how effective their conference
calls are. Yet, most find that factors like call clarity and background noise continue to
interfere with their calls.1 And that translates to real losses in time, productivity and dollars.

Top Audio Conference Issues, According to Office Workers:

77%

Say good sound
quality has a major
impact on the
effectiveness of calls

78%

Say background
noise has a major
impact on the
effectiveness of calls

69%

Say call clarity has a
major impact on the
effectiveness of calls

75%

Can’t understand
two people speaking
at once

69%

Prefer landlines over
cell phones because
of these issues

AVERAGE TIME WASTED
ON A CONFERENCE CALL
MORE THAN

10

23% =
OF THE TIME

$5.5
BILLION

LOSS OF
PRODUCTIVITY
PER YEAR

MINUTES

Poor Call Quality
Contributes to Wasted
Time and Lost
Productivity
How do you overcome people talking over each other? One interruption after another?
And background noise—from dogs barking to faucets running—drowning everyone out?

A TYPICAL CORPORATE
MEETING INVOLVES
NINE PEOPLE

1

Findings based on research conducted by CBSI on behalf of VTech Communications, Inc. Sources: Blue Jeans, Cambridge University, MarketsandMarkets, Wainhouse Research, Statista, IBOPE/Zogby International,
Research and Practice, 34th Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences.

With conference phones designed for how you do business.

Say Hello to More Productive
Meetings with VTech ErisStation

®

Conference Phones
From the corporate boardroom to smaller, more intimate spaces, VTech ErisStation conference
phones come with all the features you need to ensure your conference calls are crisp, clear and
easy to manage.

Synchronized
Wireless
Microphones

Dynamic
Background Noise
Reduction

Full-Room
Audio Coverage

Automatic
Gain Control

Echo Cancellation
for Full Duplexing

Digital-Quality
Audio

Unlike traditional conference phones, ErisStation conference phones let everyone spread out
and speak without having to gather around the phone or raise their voices. That’s thanks to the
DECT 6.0 wireless microphones featuring Orbitlink Wireless Technology™.
Whether you’re up at the whiteboard or sitting in the back of the room, you can talk into one
of the portable microphones and relax knowing the callers on the other end can hear you—
loud and clear.

Give everyone a voice
A new way to collaborate
Engage everyone

Full of Features
Everything you need to get down to business and keep the conversation flowing.

DECT 6.0 Technology

Full Room Coverage

Place the wireless microphones anywhere

Choose models with one fixed and two

in a conference room and enjoy

wireless mics or two fixed and four

interference-free, high-quality sound.

wireless mics for maximum room
coverage and participation.

Premium Sound Quality
Thanks to features like full-duplex

Charging Built-In

technology, digital mixing and audio

Magenetic charging bays in the base phone

equalization, nothing is lost in translation.

ensure the wireless microphones are always
charged and ready.

Ample Talk Time
With up to 12 hours of talk time on each

Two-Year Standard Warranty

wireless microphone, there’s plenty of room

Enjoy the peace of mind that comes with an

for meetings that run over.

industry-leading, standard two-year warranty.

Conferencing
Loud & Clear

ErisStation® Conference Phone
with Two Wireless Mics
VCS702
Includes 1 fixed microphone and 2 DECT 6.0
wireless microphones with Orbitlink Wireless
Technology™

Choose the phone that fits your business: analog models with two or four wireless
microphones or a SIP model with four wireless microphones and a USB connection for a PC
speakerphone. Then enjoy conference calls that are as productive as face-to-face meetings.

ErisStation® Conference Phone
with Four Wireless Mics
VCS704
Includes 2 fixed microphones and 4 DECT 6.0
wireless microphones with Orbitlink Wireless
Technology™

SIP MODEL NOT YET AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALIA

businessphones.vtech.com/erisstation
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